Welcome to the
Spacebase Campus
Doors have opened at the Spacebase Campus - a new concept location in the heart of Kreuzberg, with
over 700 m² of oﬃces, meeting rooms and event space.
The Campus reﬂects Berlin’s dynamic energy and openness to new ideas. Envisioned as a centre for
creativity and collaboration, it transforms three ﬂoors of a former lamp factory into a venue for all sizes
and formats of work event.
The reﬁt applies a simple, modern design to the industrial building. Pipes and exposed brickwork are
juxtaposed with potted plants, wooden furniture and bright, clean interiors. Natural light ﬂoods in
through rows of high windows, looking out onto two courtyards which also serve as breakout spaces.
A range of convenient and practical work spaces have been created:

three meeting rooms (up to 8 pax)
three large seminar/ workshop spaces (15-30 pax)
an event space (up to 60 pax)
the Spacebase oﬃces

Design and Use of Spaces
Each work space has special features, which have been designed according to Spacebase’s research
into productivity and user engagement.
In the industrial-themed Workshop Garage, interactive kits of Lego and Play-Doh help users get to
grips with the nuts and bolts of the creative process - a technique proven to help with problem-

solving.For dev and tech teams, the Hacker Space beneﬁts from a magnetised wall for Kanban workﬂow management (and a Nintendo for breaks). For intensive sessions or informal interviews, the Focus
Room is an oasis of calm with white noise machine and adjustable lighting.
The seminar and workshop spaces oﬀer adaptability and functionality for bigger get-togethers, from
routine general meetings to roundtables and one-oﬀ presentations.

About Spacebase
For Spacebase, the new Campus represents an exciting move into managing spaces directly and
providing professional services, such as catering.
“The Spacebase Campus is just the latest extension of our approach,” explains Julian Jost, co-founder
and CEO. “Since we began Spacebase, we’ve been connecting people with spaces to help them get
more out of meetings. Now with the Campus, we can put all the know-how we developed into practice. The experience will also allow us to better support our space providers.”
The launch continues Spacebase’s forward momentum, following on from the acquisition of eventsofa
in April. This consolidates the Berlin-based startup’s leading position in the European MICE industry.
Founded in 2015, Spacebase remains one of Germany’s fastest-growing startups, and oﬀers a global
portfolio of more than 8000 spaces, in over 50 diﬀerent cities and 16 countries.

